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TAUTOLOGICAL RINGS ON JACOBIAN VARIETIES OF CURVES WITH
AUTOMORPHISMS
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Abstract. Let J be the Jacobian of a smooth projective complex curve C which admits non-trivial
automorphisms, and let ApJq be the ring of algebraic cycles on J with rational coefficients modulo
algebraic equivalence. We present new tautological rings in ApJq which extend in a natural way the
tautological ring studied by Beauville in [5]. We then show there exist tautological rings induced on
special complementary abelian subvarieties of J .
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider varieties over C. Let X be an abelian variety of dimension g ě 1. We
denote by m its group law and by pX the dual variety. We consider the ring A¨pXq of algebraic cycles
on X with rational coefficients modulo algebraic equivalence. Beauville showed in [4] that there exists
a bigraduation on ApXq. Specifically, we have
AppXq “
pà
s“p´g
AppXqpsq
where p refers to the codimension grading and s refers to eigenspaces of the operators k˚ and k˚
induced by the homotheties k “ kX on X for any k P Z. These eigenspaces are characterized by
x P AppXqpsq if and only if for all k P Z, k˚x “ k2p´sx (or equivalently k˚x “ k2g´2p`sx). Note that this
bigraduation is compatible with the intersection and Pontryagin products on X denoted respectively
by ¨ : AppXqpsq ˆ AqpXqptq Ñ Ap`qpXqps`tq and ˚ : AppXqpsq ˆ AqpXqptq Ñ Ap`q´gpXqps`tq. An
important tool to study this structure on ApXq which will play a major role in the sequel is the Fourier
transform FX : ApXq Ñ Ap pXq on X. This map is defined as follows. Consider the Poincaré line bundle
P
Xˆ pX on X ˆ pX and its cycle class lXˆ pX :“ c1pPXˆ pXq in A1pX ˆ pXq. For any cycle x P ApXq, we
put FXpxq :“ p2˚pp1˚x ¨ elXˆxX q where p1 and p2 are the natural projections of X ˆ pX to X and pX
respectively. Recall the following important facts (see [3]):
(1) Identifying X with its bidual variety xX (as we will always do), we get a Fourier transform
F pX : Ap pXq Ñ ApXq on pX. It satisfies the relation
F pX ˝ FX “ p´1qgp´1Xq˚.
(2) For all cycles x, y on X, we have
FXpx ¨ yq “ p´1qgFXpxq ˚ FXpyq and FXpx ˚ yq “ FXpxq ¨ FXpyq.
The final publication is available at Springer via http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s10711-017-0262-9
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2 THOMAS RICHEZ
The reader should refer to [3] for an overview of many other properties of the Fourier transform. In §2
we present slight generalizations of these properties. This section will be used in §5 and §6 when we
will work with non principal polarizations.
In §3 we consider a smooth projective curve C of genus gpCq “ g ě 1 with Jacobian J “ JpCq.
We fix a rational point P on C to embed the curve in its Jacobian via the usual map fP : C ãÑ J
defined on points by Q ÞÑ LCpQ ´ P q. This map allows us to consider the cycle class defined by C,
and still denoted by C, in Ag´1pJq. Note that this class does not depend on the choice of P since
we are working modulo algebraic equivalence. Let J Ă ApXq be a family of cycles on X. We denote
by TautXpJ q the tautological ring generated by J , that is to say the smallest Q-vector subspace of
ApXq containing J and closed under natural operations on ApXq; namely intersection and Pontryagin
products, and operators k˚, k˚ for all k P Z.
We assume that the reader is familiar with paper [5] in which Beauville studied the tautological
ring RpC; Jq :“ TautJptCuq. He proved that the Q-algebra RpC; Jq is generated for the intersection
product by the classes
wi “ 1pg ´ iq!C
˚pg´iq P AipJq, i P J0, gK
of the subvarieties Wg´i parametrizing effective divisors on C of degree g ´ i. Another system of
generators is given by Newton polynomials in the wi, denoted by N ipwq P AipJqpi´1q. When RpC; Jq
is endowed with its structure of algebra for the Pontryagin product, a set of generators is given by the
Fourier transforms of the N ipwq, which are (up to a sign) the components Cpiq P Ag´1pJqpiq appearing
in Beauville’s decomposition of C P Ag´1pJq. The aim of §3 is to clarify the functorial behaviour
of this tautological ring RpC; Jq. In Section 3 we consider a finite morphism of curves f : C Ñ C 1
and we explain the action of the induced morphism f˚ : JpC 1q Ñ JpCq and the Albanese morphism
Nf : JpCq Ñ JpC 1q on RpC; JpCqq and RpC 1; JpC 1qq. For a morphism of curves f , the abelian
subvariety Y :“ Impf˚q of JpCq with canonical embedding ιY : Y ãÑ JpCq plays a crucial role. Indeed
Y is isogenous to JpC 1q via the corestriction map j “ f˚ : JpC 1q Ñ Y . We will also associate to Y
(as we will do for any abelian subvariety of JpCq) its norm-endomorphism NY : JpCq Ñ JpCq and the
map ψY P HompJpCq, Y q defined by NY “ ιY ˝ ψY (see [6, §5.3]). When f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy is a
cyclic Galois covering for some σ P AutpCq of finite order, one highlights naturally in ApJpCqq some
cycle classes of the form P pσq˚C where P pσq P Zrσs is a polynomial in the automorphism σ or more
accurately a polynomial in the Albanese morphism still denoted by σ “ Nσ P AutpJpCqq.
This leads us to §4 where we consider a curve C with a finite automorphism group G Ă AutpCq.
We will prove the following main result:
Theorem 1. Let C be a smooth projective complex curve of genus g ě 1 and G a finite group of
automorphisms of C. Then the tautological ring
RGpC; Jq :“ TautJ
´
tpi˚C P ApJq | pi P ZrGs Ă EndpJqu
¯
is generated as Q-subalgebra of ApJq
(1) for the intersection product by all pi˚N ipwq,
(2) for the Pontryagin product by all pi˚Cpi´1q
with pi P ZrGs and i P J1, g ´ 1K.
In case of a cyclic automorphism group G “ xσy, we will put RσpC; Jq :“ RxσypC; Jq. Furthermore,
each subgroup K of G determines a subtautological ring RKpC; Jq Ă RGpC; Jq. For example, with
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K “ tIdu we getRpC; Jq Ă RGpC; Jq. Actually, the tautological ringRGpC; Jq is the smallestQ-algebra
extension of RpC; Jq which is stable under intersection product, Pontryagin product and pull-backs and
push-forwards by elements in ZrGs Ă EndpJq. This is a very natural characterization which may have
been chosen at first to define these tautological rings:
Corollary 1. The tautological ring RGpC; Jq is the smallest Q-algebra extension of RpC; Jq for the
intersection product (resp. Pontryagin product) which is stable under pull-backs (resp. push-forwards)
by polynomials in ZrGs Ă EndpJq.
Now let us stress why the adjective tautological is still appropriate to such rings RGpC; Jq. If
one considers a curve without non-trivial automorphism, we are interested in the smallest Q-vector
subspace of ApJq which contains the cycle class C, and closed under both products, pull-backs and
push-forwards by scalars in Z Ă EndpJq (that is constant polynomials). This ring is precisely Beauville’s
tautological ring RpC; Jq. But if C has a non-trivial automorphism group G, the same natural idea
leads us to study the smallest Q-vector subspace of ApJq which contains the class C, and closed under
both products, pull-backs and push-forwards by elements in ZrGs; that is RGpC; Jq. Besides, having
all these tautological and subtautological rings associated to groups and subgroups of automorphisms
strengthens the following idea: for a Jacobian variety with non-trivial automorphisms, the ring ApJq
carries a much richer structure than that of a generic Jacobian; which is already an interesting fact in
itself.
In the next section, that is §5, we will explore the link between tautological rings of JpC{xσyq and
JpCq. These rings are closely related as pointed out in
Theorem 2. Let f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy be a n-cyclic Galois covering associated to an automorphism
σ P AutpCq of order n P N˚. We consider a finite group of automorphisms G Ă AutpCq and we suppose
that each g P G commutes with σ so that there is an automorphism rg P AutpC 1q satisfying the relation
f ˝ g “ rg ˝ f . We denote by rG the image of G in AutpC 1q. Then the tautological ring
RGpψY ˚C;Y q :“ TautY
´
tpi˚ψY ˚C P ApY q | pi P ZrGsu
¯
is generated as Q-subalgebra of ApY q
(1) for the intersection product by all pi˚ιY˚N i`1pwq “ ιY˚ pi˚N i`1pwq,
(2) for the Pontryagin product by all pi˚ψY ˚Cpiq “ ψY ˚pi˚Cpiq
with pi P ZrGs and i P J0, gpC 1q ´ 1K. Therefore, the isogeny j induces an isomorphism (as Q-vector
spaces)
R rGpC 1; JpC 1qq » j˚R rGpC 1; JpC 1qq “ TautY
´
j˚R rGpC 1; JpC 1qq
¯
“ ιY˚RGpC; JpCqq “ ψY ˚RGpC; JpCqq “ RGpψY ˚C;Y q.
The last part of this article, that is §6, is dedicated to tautological rings induced on the natural
abelian subvariety Z of JpCq, the complementary abelian variety to Y with respect to the Theta
polarization on JpCq (see [6, Section 5.3]). We will prove
Theorem 3. Let f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy be a n-cyclic Galois covering associated to an automorphism
σ P AutpCq of order n P N˚. We consider a finite group of automorphisms H Ă AutpCq and we suppose
that σ P H is central in H. Then the tautological ring
RσHpψZ˚C;Zq :“ TautZ
´
tpi˚ψZ˚C P ApZq | pi P ZrHsu
¯
is generated as Q-subalgebra of ApZq
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(1) for the intersection product by all pi˚ιZ˚N ipwq “ ιZ˚pi˚N ipwq,
(2) for the Pontryagin product by all pi˚ψZ˚Cpi´1q “ ψZ˚pi˚Cpi´1q
with pi P ZrHs and all i P J1, dimZ ´ 1K. In other words,
RσHpψZ˚C;Zq “ ιZ˚RHpC; JpCqq “ ψZ˚RHpC; JpCqq.
In particular, considering the case of a cyclic automorphism group H “ xσy leads to:
Theorem 4. Let f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy be a n-cyclic Galois covering associated to an automorphism
σ P AutpCq of order n P N˚. Then the tautological ring
RσpψZ˚C;Zq :“ TautZ
´
tP pσq˚ψZ˚C P ApZq | P P ZrXsu
¯
is generated as Q-subalgebra of ApZq
(1) for the intersection product by all P pσq˚ιZ˚N ipwq “ ιZ˚P pσq˚N ipwq,
(2) for the Pontryagin product by all P pσq˚ψZ˚Cpi´1q “ ψZ˚P pσq˚Cpi´1q
with P P ZrXs and all i P J1,dimZ ´ 1K. In particular,
RσpψZ˚C;Zq “ ιZ˚RσpC; JpCqq “ ψZ˚RσpC; JpCqq.
This theorem 4 yields a generalization of a theorem proved by Arap [1] who gave the analogue in
ApZq of Beauville’s tautological ring RpC; JpCqq in the special case where Z is a Prym variety. That
is essentially when f : C Ñ C 1 is of degree 2 and either étale or ramified in exactly two points (see [6,
Theorem 12.3.3]). We finish with a few examples which provide a full explicit structure for the algebra
RσpψZ˚C;Zq Ă ApZq when σ is of order 2 and C is a k-gonal curve with k P t2, 3, 4, 5u.
2. Preliminaries
The Fourier transform on abelian varieties will be central in almost all following results. Therefore we
start with some properties of this map. The following proposition is a slight but useful generalization
of Beauville’s result ([3, Proposition 3.(iii)] or [6, Proposition 16.3.4]). It will help us to work with
Fourier transform and pull-backs or push-forwards by arbitrary morphisms of abelian varieties.
Remark 1. By definition a morphism of abelian varieties respects the group structure.
Proposition 1. Let X,Y be two abelian varieties and α : Y Ñ X a morphism of abelian varieties.
Then
FX ˝ α˚ “ pα˚ ˝ FY and FY ˝ α˚ “ p´1qdimX´dimY pα˚ ˝ FX .
In particular, if α is an isogeny or if X “ Y , we also have FY ˝ α˚ “ pα˚ ˝ FX .
Proof. The proof of the first equality is analogous to [6, Proposition 16.3.4 (a)] which works without
the isogeny hypothesis in the statement. The proof of the second equality is similar to [6, Proposition
16.3.4 (b)] with the particularity that the exponent of p´1q is due to the difference of the dimensions
of the abelian varieties involved. It appears with the inversion formulas for the Fourier transforms on
X and Y . 
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The different results presented in this paper involve polarized (but not necessarily principally po-
larized) abelian varieties pX, ξq. For such a polarization, we consider the isogeny
ϕξ : X Ñ Pic0pXq » pX
given on points by
ϕξpxq :“ tx˚LXpξq b LXpξq_
where LXpξq_ denotes (the class of) the dual invertible sheaf associated to (the class of) the ample
divisor ξ. It is known that there exists an inverse isogeny up to scalar, denoted by ψξ P Homp pX,Xq.
These morphisms satisfy relations ψξ ˝ ϕξ “ nX and ϕξ ˝ ψξ “ n pX for some n P N˚. Recall that the
dual map of ϕξ satisfies xϕξ “ ϕξ ([6, Corollary 2.4.6]) and thus xψξ “ ψξ too. Having said that, we will
often consider the maps ϕξ˚FX : ApXq Ñ ApXq or ψξ˚FX : ApXq Ñ ApXq instead of FX .
The following proposition give us some properties of the operator ϕξ˚FX as in [5, §2.4 – 2.7]. It
allows us to link (more deeply) the Fourier transform on X and the Pontryagin product.
Proposition 2. Keeping above notations, we consider the operator F :“ ϕξ˚FX . It satisfies the follow-
ing properties:
(1) Inversion formula: F ˝ F “ degpϕξqp´1qdimXp´1Xq˚.
(2) We have for all x, y P ApXq, Fpx ˚ yq “ Fpxq ¨ Fpyq and Fpx ¨ yq “ p´1qdimXdegpϕξq Fpxq ˚ Fpyq.
(3) FpAppXqpsqq “ AdimX´p`spXqpsq.
(4) Let x P ApXq. We put x :“ p´1q˚x. Then Fpxq “ e´ξ ¨ ppx ¨ e´ξq ˚ eξq P ApXq.
Proof. Because this proposition is similar to [5, §2.4 – 2.7] we only prove the first statement in order
to emphasize how the operator ϕξ˚ effects the results. It is known that F pX ˝ FX “ p´1qdimXp´1Xq˚.
Therefore, using that ϕξ˚ϕξ˚ “ degpϕξq, xϕξ “ ϕξ and the compatibility between FX and isogenies
(Proposition 1), we get F ˝ F “ ϕξ˚FXϕξ˚FX “ F pXϕξ˚ϕξ˚FX “ degpϕξqp´1qdimXp´1Xq˚. 
Remark 2. In his paper [5, §2.3] Beauville uses the relation lXˆX “ p˚ξ ` q˚ξ ´m˚ξ for the class of
the Poincaré line bundle on X ˆX. This equality is given by a different choice in the definition of the
isogeny ϕξ associated to ξ. Namely, he uses the polarization ´ϕξ. This explains the difference between
the last statement of Proposition 2 and [5, §2.7].
We use this proposition to deduce the following corollary (inspired by [3, Lemme 1] or [3, Proposition
5]). It will be used only once, to prove Proposition 3.
Corollary 2. Let ξ P A1pXqp0q be a polarization on an abelian variety X. Then
ϕξ˚FXpeξq “ χpξqe´ξ
where χ denotes the Euler characteristic. Accordingly,
eξ “ p´1q
dimX
χpξq ϕξ˚FXpe
´ξq.
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Proof. Thanks to Proposition 2 (4) and since p´1q˚ξ “ ξ, we have
ϕξ˚FXpeξq “ e´ξ ¨ ppep´1q˚ξ ¨ e´ξq ˚ eξq “ e´ξ ¨ ppeξ ¨ e´ξq ˚ eξq “ e´ξ ¨ prXs ˚ eξq.
Thus, for codimension reasons and by using the Riemann-Roch theorem for abelian varieties (see [11,
p150]), we obtain
ϕξ˚FXpeξq “ e´ξ ¨
ˆ
rXs ˚ 1pdimXq!ξ
dimX
˙
“ χpξqe´ξ ¨ prXs ˚ rosq “ χpξqe´ξ ¨ rXs “ χpξqe´ξ
where ros denotes the class of a point in X. Hence the first part of the corollary. Moreover, using the
inversion formula (see Proposition 2 (1)), we get
degpϕξqp´1qdimXp´1q˚eξ “ ϕξ˚FXϕξ˚FXpeξq “ χpξqϕξ˚FXpe´ξq.
Since degpϕξq “ χpξq2 (see [11, p150]) and p´1q˚eξ “ eξ (because ξ is symmetric), we obtain the second
part of this corollary. 
Proposition 3. Let T be a bigraded Q-subalgebra (for the intersection product) of ApXq. We suppose
that T contains the class of the polarization ξ on X. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) T ˚ T Ă T .
(2) ϕξ˚FXpT q Ă T .
(3) ϕξ˚FXϕξ˚FXpT q Ă ϕξ˚FXpT q.
(4) ξ ¨ ϕξ˚FXpT q Ă ϕξ˚FXpT q.
Proof. Let us note F :“ ϕξ˚FX : ApXq Ñ ApXq.
p1q ô p2q. If we assume that T is stable under Pontryagin product, it is then clear according to
Proposition 2, statement 4, that for all x P T , Fpxq P T . Indeed, since T is bigraded and ξ P T , we
have
Fpxq “ e´ξ ¨ ppx ¨ e´ξq ˚ eξq P T ¨
´`
T ¨ T ˘ ˚ T¯ Ă T ¨ pT ˚ T q Ă T ¨ T Ă T.
Conversely, if FpT q Ă T , then statements 1 and 2 of Proposition 2 allow us to prove that T is stable
under Pontryagin product.
p2q ô p3q. If FpT q Ă T , then we immediately get FFpT q Ă FpT q by applying F . Conversely, let us
assume that FFpT q Ă FpT q. By the inversion formula for F , this actually means T Ă FpT q. Applying
F to this inclusion, we get the reversed one, that is statement p2q. In particular, we have p2q if and
only if we have p3q if and only if FpT q “ T .
p3q ô p4q. Now we assume that FFpT q Ă FpT q or equivalently FpT q “ T . Therefore, since ξ P T
and T is stable by intersection by hypothesis, we have assertion p4q as claimed. Conversely, assume
that ξ ¨ FpT q Ă FpT q. We want to show that FFpT q Ă FpT q. So let us consider a cycle x P FpT q
and let us use Proposition 2, statements 2 and 4, together with Corollary 2. These results prove that
Fpxq “ e´ξ ¨ ppx ¨ e´ξq ˚ eξq belongs to
e´ξ ¨
´`FpT q ¨ e´ξ˘ ˚ FpT q¯ Ă e´ξ ¨ ´FpT q ˚ FpT q¯ Ă e´ξ ¨ FpT ¨ T q Ă e´ξ ¨ FpT q Ă FpT q.
Hence the claimed inclusion FFpT q Ă FpT q; which completes the proof of this proposition. 
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Remark 3. Note that it is essential in this proof that the polarization ξ belongs to T .
The two next results will be used several times to exchange pull-backs and push-forwards by isoge-
nies. Indeed it will be very convenient to work with pull-backs (resp. push-forwards) when subalgebras
of ApXq are endowed with the intersection product (resp. Pontryagin product).
Lemma 1. Let α : X Ñ Y be an isogeny between two abelian varieties X and Y . There exists an
isogeny β : Y Ñ X and an integer n P N˚ such that α ˝β “ nY and β ˝α “ nX . Then for all y P ApY q
we have
β˚y “ 1
degpαqnX˚α
˚y.
Therefore, if y P AipY qpsq for some indices i and s, then β˚y P AipXqpsq is proportional to α˚y (and is
nonzero if y ‰ 0).
Proof. Let y P ApY q. Since β ˝ α “ nX and α is a finite flat morphism of degree degpαq ‰ 0, we have
nX˚α˚y “ β˚α˚α˚y “ β˚pdegpαqyq “ degpαqβ˚y,
which means that
β˚y “ 1
degpαqnX˚α
˚y.
Therefore if y P AipY qpsq it is known that α˚y P AipXqpsq is still homogeneous (because α commutes
with the multiplication by n on X and Y ) and so
β˚y “ n
2 dimX´2i`s
degpαq α
˚y
is proportional to α˚y. Finally, as β˚ and α˚ are isomorphisms between ApXq et ApY q (because α and
β are isogenies and we work with algebraic cycles with rational coefficients), β˚y is nonzero when y ‰ 0
(and vice versa). 
Corollary 3. Let α : X Ñ Y be an isogeny between two abelian varieties X and Y . There exists an
isogeny β : Y Ñ X and an integer n P N˚ such that α ˝ β “ nY and β ˝ α “ nX . Let T (resp. T 1) be a
bigraded Q-vector subspace of A¨pY q (resp. of A¨pXq). Then α˚T “ β˚T and β˚T 1 “ α˚T 1.
Proof. We only prove the first equality α˚T “ β˚T as the second one can be obtained in a similar way.
By hypothesis T is bigraded which means that every y P T can be (uniquely) written as y “ ři,s yi,s
for some yi,s P T ipsq :“ T XAipY qpsq. The result then follows on from Lemma 1 applied to each yi,s:
α˚y “
ÿ
i,s
α˚yi,s “
ÿ
i,s
λi,sβ˚yi,s “ β˚
˜ÿ
i,s
λi,syi,s
¸
P β˚T
for some nonzero λi,s P Q (if yi,s “ 0 we can assume that λi,s “ 1). Note that we have used here in an
essential way that each component yi,s P AipY qpsq defines a class which already belongs to T . So we have
proven that α˚T Ă β˚T . The reverse inclusion can be obtained similarly because if y “ ři,s yi,s P T
for some yi,s P T ipsq, then we have
β˚y “
ÿ
i,s
1
λi,s
α˚yi,s “ α˚
˜ÿ
i,s
1
λi,s
yi,s
¸
P α˚T.
This shows that α˚T “ β˚T . 
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Combining Proposition 3 and Corollary 3 with the relation ϕξ˚FXpT q “ ψξ˚FXpT q, we immediately
get
Proposition 4. Let T be a bigraded Q-subalgebra (for the intersection product) of ApXq. We suppose
that T contains the class of the polarization ξ on X. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) T ˚ T Ă T .
(2) ψξ˚FXpT q Ă T .
(3) ψξ˚FXψξ˚FXpT q Ă ψξ˚FXpT q.
(4) ξ ¨ ψξ˚FXpT q Ă ψξ˚FXpT q.
3. Functoriality of tautological rings RpC; Jq
3.1. Notations. In this subsection we present all notations and previous results useful for our work.
A more detailed approach of the following notions can be found in [6, Sections 5.3, 12.1, 12.3]. Let C
and C 1 be two smooth projective complex curves of genus g “ gpCq ě 1 and g1 “ gpC 1q ě 1. We put as
always J “ JpCq and J 1 “ JpC 1q for their Jacobians endowed with usual principal polarizations Θ and
Θ1. We avoid the case g1 “ 0 (that is C 1 » P1) to spare us some case distinctions when ApJ 1q “ t0u.
We suppose that we have a finite morphism f : C Ñ C 1 of degree n P N˚. This morphism induces
morphisms of abelian varieties:
Nf : J Ñ J 1 : LC
´ÿ
niPi
¯
ÞÑ LC1
´ÿ
nifpPiq
¯
f :“ f˚ : J 1 Ñ J : L ÞÑ f˚L.
Note that Nf : J Ñ J 1 is the Albanese morphism induced by f which makes commute the following
diagram:
C
f // _
fP

C 1 _
fP
1

J
Nf
// J 1
where P is any fixed rational point on C and P 1 :“ fpP q P C 1. In particular, as C and C 1 generate J
and J 1 respectively (as abelian varieties), the surjectivity of f implies the surjectivity of Nf .
Denote by Y :“ Impfq Ă J (see [6]). The map f factors through an isogeny j : J 1 Ñ Y followed
by the canonical embedding ιY : Y ãÑ J . Also consider the polarization ϕι˚Y Θ on Y (a priori non
principal) induced by Θ. Denote also by epY q the exponent of Y , that is the exponent of the finite
group Kerϕι˚Y Θ. It is known (see for example [6, Proposition 1.2.6]) that the map
ψι˚Y Θ :“ epY qϕ´1ι˚Y Θ : pY Ñ Y P HomppY , Y q bQ
is a morphism (that is it belongs to HomppY , Y q) and even an isogeny. Consider the following elements
NY :“ ιY ψι˚Y ΘxιY ϕΘ P EndpJq and εY :“ ιY ϕ´1ι˚Y ΘxιY ϕΘ P End0pJq :“ EndpJq bQ.
By definition, we have NY “ epY qεY . Denote by R : End0pJq Ñ End0pJq the Rosati involution on J
with respect to the Theta polarization and defined by Rpfq :“ ϕ´1Θ ˝ pf ˝ ϕΘ. According to [6, Lemma
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5.3.1] we have RpNY q “ NY and N2Y “ epY qNY . This implies immediately that RpεY q “ εY and
ε2Y “ εY . In other words, NY is symmetric and εY is a symmetric idempotent element of End0pJq.
Note that these morphisms are (in particular) linked by the following facts:
(1) xNf “ f after identifying Jacobians and duals [6, Equation (2) p331],
(2) Nff “ n ¨ IdJ 1 by definition of Nf and f ,
(3) fNf “ nepY qNY [6, Proposition 12.3.2] and in particular, since nepY qNY “ nεY P EndpJq, we
deduce that epY q divides n thanks to [6, Proposition 12.1.1],
(4) NY |Y “ epY q ¨ IdY [6, p125],
(5) Y “ Impfq “ ImpfNf q “ ImpNY q is isogenous to J 1.
Besides, the map Y ÞÑ εY defines a bijection between the set of abelian subvarieties of J and
symmetric idempotents in End0pJq [6, Theorem 5.3.2]. This yields a natural subvariety of J , denoted
by Z, which is complementary to Y (with respect to the Theta polarization on J). This subvariety is
associated to the symmetric idempotent element 1´ εY and satisfies
Z “ ImpNZq “ KerpNY q0 “ KerpNf q0 “ KerpxιY q » yJ{Y
where NZ is the norm-endomorphism of J associated to Z. It is defined similarly to NY .
Since pJ,Θq is principally polarized, the complementary subvarieties Y and Z have same exponent
[6, Corollary 12.1.2]. Finally, let us recall the following relations [6, p125]
NY |Z “ 0 and NYNZ “ 0 and NY `NZ “ epY q ¨ IdJ .
This provides an isogeny µ :“ ιY ` ιZ : Y ˆ Z Ñ J [6, Corollary 5.3.6].
At this point, it is useful to look at the commutative diagram
J 1
j //
n
~~
ϕ
f˚Θ

f
''
Y 
 ιY //
ϕ
ι˚
Y
Θ

epY q

J
ϕΘ

Nf
uu
J 1
ϕΘ1 
Y
pJ 1 pYpjoo
ψ
ι˚
Y
Θ
??
pJ.xιYoo
p
f
gg
Note that commutativity is justified by the identities p1q ´ p5q recalled above and following relations:
(6) ϕι˚Y Θ “xιY ϕΘιY . This can be checked immediately on points y P Y :
ϕι˚Y Θpyq :“ ty˚ιY˚ LJpΘq b ιY˚ LJpΘq_ “ ιY˚
´
t˚ιY pyqLJpΘq b LJpΘq_
¯
“: ιY˚ ϕΘpιY pyqq.
(7) In the same way, ϕ
f
˚
Θ
“ pfϕΘf .
(8) Lemma 12.3.1 of [6] states that ϕ
f
˚
Θ
“ ϕnΘ1 “ nϕΘ1 .
We now have all necessary tools to study the functoriality of tautological rings RpC; Jq.
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3.2. Functoriality of tautological rings RpC; Jq. Let us start with a very simple proposition which
is the key to all following results in this section.
Proposition 5. Let f : C Ñ C 1 be a finite morphism of degree n. We have
pNf q˚C “ nC 1 and f˚C 1 “ 1n
ˆ
n
epY qNY
˙
˚
C “ 1
n
εY ˚n˚C.
Proof. The first formula is clear and by combining it with relation (3) we can derive the second one as
follow:
nf˚C 1 “ f˚pNf q˚C “ pfNf q˚C “
ˆ
n
epY qNY
˙
˚
C.

This proposition immediately implies:
Corollary 4. Let f : C Ñ C 1 be a finite morphism of degree n. For all i P J0, g ´ 1K we have
pNf q˚Cpiq “ nC 1piq P Ag
1´1pJ 1qpiq.
Proof. Decomposing C “ Cp0q` . . .`Cpg´1q and C 1 “ C 1p0q` . . .`C 1pg1´1q, the equality pNf q˚C “ nC 1
gives
g´1ÿ
i“0
pNf q˚Cpiq “
g1´1ÿ
i“0
nC 1piq.
Since pNf q˚Cpiq P Ag1´1pJ 1qpiq [4, Proposition 2.c], we have by uniqueness in Beauville’s decomposition
pNf q˚Cpiq “ nC 1piq P Ag
1´1pJ 1qpiq. 
Now we can easily deduce results concerning tautological rings since the cycles Cpiq and C 1piq are
generators of algebras RpC; Jq and RpC 1; J 1q for the Pontryagin product.
Corollary 5. Let f : C Ñ C 1 be a finite morphism. The map pNf q˚ induces a surjective morphism
pNf q˚ : RpC; Jq Ý RpC 1; J 1q.
In particular, RpC 1; J 1q is a quotient of RpC; Jq.
Proof. Since push-forwards are ring morphisms when we consider ApJq and ApJ 1q endowed with the
Pontryagin product, and since the C 1piq P ImppNf q˚q generate RpC 1; J 1q as Q-subalgebra of ApJ 1q for
the Pontryagin product, the claim follows from Corollary 4. 
Remark 4. pNf q˚ is a surjective morphism as Q-linear map and is also a morphism of Q-algebra when
we endow ApJq and ApJ 1q with the Pontryagin product. Similarly, the next corollary gives a surjective
morphism as Q-linear map and also as morphism of Q-algebra for the intersection product.
By Fourier duality we get the equivalent corollary:
Corollary 6. Let f : C Ñ C 1 be a finite morphism. The map f˚ induces a surjective morphism
f
˚
: RpC; Jq Ý RpC 1; J 1q.
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Proof. Let x P RpC; Jq. According to relation p1q, we have pf “ Nf (after identifying Jacobians with
their duals). Thus we deduce thanks to inversion formulas for the Fourier transforms on J and J 1 and
thanks to Proposition 1 applied to the morphism f : J 1 Ñ J with X “ J and Y “ J 1 that
f
˚
x “ p´1qg1p´1J 1q˚F pJ 1FJ 1f˚x “ p´1qg1p´1J 1q˚F pJ 1p´1qg´g1pf˚FJpxq.
Then keeping the identifications of J 1 » pJ 1 and J » pJ , we get
f
˚
x “ p´1qgp´1J 1q˚FJ 1pNf q˚FJpxq P RpC 1; J 1q
because on the one hand pNf q˚RpC; Jq Ă RpC 1; J 1q (see Corollary 5) and on the other both RpC; Jq
and RpC 1; J 1q are Q-vector subspaces stable under Fourier transform and under operators k˚. This
proves the existence of the map f˚ : RpC; Jq ÝÑ RpC 1; J 1q. The surjectivity of f˚ follows from the
surjectivity of pNf q˚ (Corollary 5). Indeed if y P RpC 1; J 1q, then there exists an z P RpC 1; J 1q such that
y “ FJ 1pzq (by stability of RpC 1; J 1q under p´1q˚, FJ 1 and inversion formula). Consequently, for some
x P RpC; Jq such that pNf q˚x “ z, we still have thanks to Proposition 1
y “ FJ 1pzq “ FJ 1ppNf q˚xq “ xNf˚FJpxq “ f˚FJpxq P f˚RpC; Jq
because RpC; Jq is stable under FJ . 
Now we would like to consider, roughly, RpC 1; J 1q from the point of view of ApJq. That is we are
interested in the rings f˚RpC 1; J 1q Ă ApJq and pNf q˚RpC 1; J 1q Ă ApJq. The intuition suggests that
cycles in f˚RpC 1; J 1q and pNf q˚RpC 1; J 1q should be with support on Y (recall that Y is the subvariety
of J isogenous to J 1). The next two results explain this fact.
Proposition 6. Let f : C Ñ C 1 be a finite morphism. The isogeny j : J 1 Ñ Y , corestriction map of
f “ f˚, induces an isomorphism
j˚ : RpC 1; J 1q »ÝÑ j˚RpC 1; J 1q “ ιY˚RpC; Jq Ă ApY q.
Proof. The morphism j : J 1 Ñ Y is an isogeny (in particular, it is finite and flat). Therefore
j˚j˚ “ degpjq ¨ IdApY q : ApY q Ñ ApY q.
So applying j˚ to the relation of the previous corollary, we deduce
j˚RpC 1; J 1q “ j˚f˚RpC; Jq “ j˚pιY ˝ jq˚RpC; Jq “ j˚j˚ιY˚RpC; Jq “ degpjqιY˚RpC; Jq “ ιY˚RpC; Jq.
Moreover, as j is an isogeny, there exists an isogeny h : Y Ñ J 1 such that h ˝ j “ dJ 1 and j ˝h “ dY for
some d P N˚. In particular, j˚
`
1
dh
˘
˚ “ IdApY q and
`
1
dh
˘
˚ j˚ “ IdApJ 1q, so that j˚ is an isomorphism. 
Corollary 7. Let f : C Ñ C 1 be a finite morphism. The map f : J 1 Ñ J induces a surjective morphism
f˚ : RpC 1; J 1q Ý ιY ˚ιY˚RpC; Jq “ rY s ¨RpC; Jq Ă ApJq.
By Fourier duality we obtain similarly a surjective morphism
Nf˚ : RpC 1; J 1q Ý ψY˚ ψY ˚RpC; Jq “ ϕΘ˚FJprY sq ˚RpC; Jq
with ψY :“ ψι˚Y Θ ˝xιY ˝ ϕΘ P HompJ, Y q.
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Proof. The first assertion is a direct consequence of Proposition 6 because f˚ “ ιY ˚ ˝ j˚. See also [9,
Example 8.1.1]. The second statement can be deduced from the first one by using Proposition 1 and the
fact that Fourier transforms on J and J 1 respectively induce automorphisms of RpC; Jq and RpC 1; J 1q.
Indeed, recall [5] that ϕΘ˚1FJ 1pRpC 1; J 1qq “ RpC 1; J 1q and similarly ϕΘ˚FJpRpC; Jqq “ RpC; Jq. Then,
we have on the one hand
ϕΘ˚FJpf˚RpC 1; J 1qq “ ϕΘ˚pf˚FJ 1pRpC 1; J 1qq “ ϕΘ˚pf˚ϕ´1˚Θ1 ϕΘ˚1FJ 1pRpC 1; J 1qq “ Nf˚RpC 1; J 1q.
And on the other hand,
ϕΘ˚FJpιY ˚ιY˚RpC; Jqq “ p´1qg´g1ϕΘ˚xιY ˚xιY ˚FJpRpC; Jqq “ ϕΘ˚xιY ˚xιY ˚ϕΘ˚ϕΘ˚FJpRpC; Jqq
“ ϕΘ˚xιY ˚xιY ˚ϕΘ˚RpC; Jq.
Besides, we have
ϕι˚Y Θ˚ϕ
˚
ι˚Y Θ
xιY ˚ϕΘ˚RpC; Jq “ degpϕι˚Y ΘqxιY ˚ϕΘ˚RpC; Jq “xιY ˚ϕΘ˚RpC; Jq
and using Corollary 3 twice, we get
ψ˚ι˚Y Θψι˚Y Θ˚xιY ˚ϕΘ˚RpC; Jq “xιY ˚ϕΘ˚RpC; Jq.
Therefore we obtain
Nf˚RpC 1; J 1q “ ϕΘ˚xιY ˚ψ˚ι˚Y Θψι˚Y Θ˚xιY ˚ϕΘ˚RpC; Jq “ ψY˚ ψY ˚RpC; Jq.
Finally, the last assertion follows from the equalities (obtained thanks to Proposition 2)
ϕΘ˚FJprY s ¨RpC; Jqq “ p´1qgϕΘ˚FJprY sq ˚ ϕΘ˚FJpRpC; Jqq “ ϕΘ˚FJprY sq ˚RpC; Jq.

3.3. The special case of n-cyclic Galois coverings. In this section we get more explicit results
when the covering f : C Ñ C 1 is associated to an automorphism of the curve C. We start with
definitions.
Definition 1. A finite Galois covering is a finite morphism f : C Ñ C 1 of smooth projective complex
curves C and C 1 such that there is an isomorphism C 1 » C{Autpfq where
Autpfq :“ tµ P AutpCq | f ˝ µ “ fu
denotes the automorphism group of the Galois covering. This amounts to say that the function field
extension KpCq{KpC 1q is Galois.
The function field KpC 1q is then given by the subfield of invariants KpCqAutpfq Ă KpCq according
to the Galois group GalpKpCq{KpC 1qq » Autpfq.
Definition 2. Let f : C Ñ C 1 be a Galois covering of smooth projective complex curves. We say that
f is a n-cyclic Galois covering if Autpfq » Z{nZ. In that case, we will usually consider a generator
σ P Autpfq so that C 1 » C{xσy.
We start with a lemma which specifies general facts concerning the subvariety Y and the automor-
phism σ defining a cyclic Galois covering f : C Ñ C{xσy.
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Lemma 2. Let f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy be an n-cyclic Galois covering associated to an automorphism
σ P AutpCq of order n P N˚ (with possibly gpC 1q “ 0). Then
(1) f : J 1 Ñ J induces an isogeny j : J 1 Ñ Y :“ Impfq Ă J of degree dividing n. Furthermore
this isogeny is an isomorphism if and only if f does not factorize via a cyclic étale covering
f 1 : C2 Ñ C 1 of degree ě 2.
(2) fNf “ Φnpσq with ΦnpXq “ 1`X ` . . .`Xn´1. Therefore NY “ epY qn Φnpσq.
(3) Y “ Kerpσ ´ 1q0.
(4) We have the equality epY q “ 1 if and only if Y “ JpCq or Y “ t0u if and only if n “ 1 or
C 1 » P1.
Proof.
(1) According to [6, Proposition 11.4.3], j is an isomorphism (that is to say f is injective) if and
only if f does not factorize via a cyclic étale covering of degree ě 2. More precisely (see [6,
Corollary 11.4.4]), when f is non injective, f factorizes via a cyclic étale covering fe : Ce Ñ C 1
of degree ě 2 and such that degpjq :“ # Kerpfq “ # Kerpfe˚ q. Since fe is a cyclic étale covering,
we also have # Kerpfe˚ q “ degpfeq, which divides n “ degpfq by multiplicativity of the degree
map.
(2) The fibres of f : C Ñ C 1 are cyclic orbits for the action of xσy on C (because f is Galois). Then
for every point z P J represented by LCpřniPiq, we have thanks to Relation p3q of Section 3.1:
n
epY qNY pzq “ fNf
´
LCp
ÿ
niPiq
¯
“ f
´
LC1p
ÿ
nifpPiqq
¯
“ LC
´ÿ
nipPi ` σpPiq ` . . .` σn´1pPiqq
¯
“ z ` σpzq ` . . .` σn´1pzq “ Φnpσqpzq.
So nepY qNY “ Φnpσq that is NY “ epY qn Φnpσq.
(3) We now have to justify the equality Y :“ Impf˚q “ Kerpσ ´ 1q0. In order to do this, let us
begin by noting that a point x P J (corresponding to a class of invertible sheaf L P Pic0pCq)
belongs to Kerpσ´ 1q if and only if σ˚L » L. Indeed, the Albanese morphism σ : J Ñ J is the
inverse map of σ “ σ˚ : Pic0pCq Ñ Pic0pCq (thanks to relation 3.1 (2)). Then we have
σpxq “ x ðñ σ´1pxq “ x ðñ σ˚L » L.
Moreover, f ˝ σ “ f (by definition of the quotient C{xσy). Then each element L :“ f˚M P
Impf˚q is invariant under σ˚. Indeed, one has σ˚L » σ˚f˚M » f˚M » L. Thus we have
proven that Impf˚q Ă Kerpσ´1q and by the connectedness of Impf˚q, we even obtain Impf˚q Ă
Kerpσ ´ 1q0. This leads us to following inclusions (using assertion (2))
Y Ă Kerpσ ´ 1q0 Ă KerpepY q ´NY q0 “ KerpNZq0.
But we know that Y “ KerpNZq0, which can be proven by the following argument
dim KerpNZq0 “ dim JpCq ´ dim ImpNZq “ dim JpCq ´ dimZ
“ gpCq ´ pdim JpCq ´ dimY q “ gpCq ´ gpCq ` dimY “ dimY.
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Hence the previous inclusions are in fact equalities:
Y “ Kerpσ ´ 1q0 “ KerpepY q ´NY q0 “ KerpNZq0.
(4) As pJ,Θq is a principally polarized abelian variety, Y and Z “ ImpepY q ´ NY q have same
exponent epY q “ epZq (see Subsection 3.1 or more directly [6, Corollary 12.1.2]). If this
exponent is equal to 1, then the polarizations induced by Θ on Y and Z, namely ϕι˚Y Θ and
ϕι˚ZΘ, are principal polarizations. So Lemma 12.1.6 of [6] implies that the isogeny
µ :“ ιY ` ιZ : pY ˆ Z, µ˚Θ “ pY˚ ιY˚ Θ` pZ˚ιZ˚Θq Ñ pJ,Θq
which is of degree #pY X Zq “ # Kerpϕι˚Y Θq “ 1 is an isomorphism of principally polarized
abelian varieties. Since Θ is irreducible, we have Y “ t0u or Z “ t0u. The first case means
that C 1 » C{xσy » P1 because Y is isogenous to JpC{xσyq. The second case means that
J “ Y “ Kerpσ ´ 1q0 (according to assertion (3)); that is σ “ 1.

Remark 5. The dimension argument used to prove assertion (3) of this lemma can be replaced by the
construction of a section to the inclusion Y ãÑ Kerpσ ´ 1q0. This can be achieved thanks to a descent
lemma (see [8, Théorème 2.3]).
The next (easy) lemma will be widely used in the sequel. It is a special case of [6, Proposition
11.5.3] for the correspondence Γσ on C ˆ C, namely the graph of σ.
Lemma 3. Let σ P AutpCq be an automorphism of C. As before, we denote by σ the Albanese
automorphism induced in EndpJq and R the Rosati involution on End0pJq (with respect to the Theta
polarization). Then Rpσq “ σ´1. Accordingly, we have for all P P QrXs
RpP pσqq “ P pσ´1q.
Proposition 7. Let f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy be an n-cyclic Galois covering associated to an automorphism
σ P AutpCq of order n P N˚. The map f induces a surjective morphism
f˚ : RpC 1; J 1q Ý Φnpσq˚RpC; Jq.
More precisely, the following equality holds
f˚C 1 “ 1nΦnpσq˚C.
Likewise, Nf induces a surjective morphism
Nf˚ : RpC 1; J 1q Ý Φnpσq˚RpC; Jq.
Proof. Recall that fNf “ Φnpσq by Lemma 2 (2). Consider a cycle y P RpC 1; J 1q. By Corollary 5
pNf q˚ : RpC; Jq Ñ RpC 1; J 1q is surjective so there exists x P RpC; Jq such that pNf q˚x “ y. Hence
f˚y “ f˚pNf q˚x “ pfNf q˚x “ Φnpσq˚x P Φnpσq˚RpC; Jq.
Conversely, for all x P RpC; Jq,
Φnpσq˚x “ f˚pNf q˚x “ f˚y P f˚RpC; Jq
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where y :“ pNf q˚x P RpC 1; J 1q. Using C 1 “ 1npNf q˚C (Proposition 5), we obtain
f˚C 1 “ 1nf˚pNf q˚C “
1
n
Φnpσq˚C.
Then note that the Rosati involution fixes Φnpσq. Indeed, according to Lemma 3, we have
RpΦnpσqq “ Φnpσ´1q “ Φnpσq P EndpJq.
To get the second statement about Nf˚ and thus conclude the proof, it remains to use this fact, Propo-
sition 1, assertion p1q of Subsection 3.1 and the fact that Fourier transforms on J and J 1 induce
automorphisms of RpC; Jq and RpC 1; J 1q respectively. 
We can derive from this proposition the following corollary (as we obtained Corollary 4).
Corollary 8. Let f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy be an n-cyclic Galois covering associated to an automorphism
σ P AutpCq of order n P N˚. For all indices i P J0, g1 ´ 1K, we have
f˚C 1piq “
1
n
Φnpσq˚Cpiq P Ag´1pJqpiq.
At this point, we would like to stress that push-forwards by polynomials in the automorphism
appear naturally when considering tautological rings associated to curves with automorphisms. This
may be the main idea to keep in mind about this whole section on Galois coverings. It raises the
question to get a better understanding of cycle classes of the form P pσq˚C and motivates the study of
the tautological ring containing all of them. This is the purpose of the rest of this paper.
4. The tautological ring RGpC; Jq
Let C be a smooth projective complex curve of genus g ě 1. Until the end of this section we
assume that we have a finite automorphism group G Ă AutpCq. We use the same notation G for the
corresponding subgroup of AutpJq and we shall note by ZrGs the subring of pEndpJq,`, ˝q formed by
polynomials in elements of G, that is the image in EndpJq of the group ring ZrGs. Note that if G
is an abelian group generated by automorphisms σ1, . . . , σs of finite order, then ZrGs identifies with
Zrσ1, . . . , σss Ă EndpJq.
Remark 6. Recall that if g ě 2, then any σ P AutpCq is finite.
Now we want to prove Theorem 1 which provides a set of generators for the tautological ring
RGpC; Jq :“ TautJ
´
tpi˚C P ApJq | pi P ZrGsu
¯
.
The main difficulty is to show that the algebra for the intersection product generated by cycles of
the form pi˚N ipwq is stable under Pontryagin product too. Thus we first prove the following:
4.1. Key-theorem.
Theorem 5. Let SG :“ SGpC; Jq Ă ApJq be the Q-subalgebra (for the intersection product) generated
by the pi˚N ipwq for pi P ZrGs and i P J1, g ´ 1K. Then SG is stable under the Pontryagin product.
To prove this theorem we will use Beauville’s strategy [5] which essentially consists in using the
Fourier transform on J and more specifically we will use implication p4q ñ p1q of Proposition 3. To
be brief, we will denote by F the automorphism ϕΘ˚FJ : ApJq Ñ ApJq. We always identify J and pJ
via the principal polarization ϕΘ. In particular, we will consider the Poincaré line bundle on J ˆ J ,
namely PJˆJ :“ p1ˆ ϕΘq˚PJˆ pJ , and its cycle class lJˆJ “ m˚θ ´ p˚θ ´ q˚θ P A1pJ ˆ Jq.
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Remark 7. As always we fix a rational point P on C to embed the curve C in J “ JpCq. We then
recall some relations whose proofs can be found in [10] (see Summary 6.11).
(1) We put LP :“ Lp∆C ´ P ˆ C ´ C ˆ P q P PicpC2q.
(2) There is an invertible sheaf MP P PicpC ˆ Jq such that p1ˆ fP q˚MP » LP .
(3) MP » pfP ˆ p´1qq˚p1ˆ ϕΘq˚PJˆ pJ » pfP ˆ p´1qq˚PJˆJ » pfP ˆ 1q˚P_JˆJ .
(4) LP » pfP ˆ fP q˚P_JˆJ » pfP ˆ fP q˚pp˚LJpΘq b q˚LJpΘq bm˚LJpΘq_q.
(5) There is a map fP_ : pJ Ñ J such that pfP ˆ 1q˚P
Jˆ pJ » p1 ˆ fP_q˚MP . On points, fP_ is
induced by fP˚ : PicpJq Ñ PicpCq. We have fP_ “ ´ϕ´1Θ .
Proof of Theorem 5. We decompose the proof of Theorem 5 in several steps.
Step 1. By definition SG is generated asQ-algebra (for the intersection product) by classes pi˚N ipwq with
i P J1, gK and pi P ZrGs. Since pi˚Ngpwq is a multiple of the class of a point and N1pwqg “ θg “ g! ¨ P ,
it suffices to consider indices i P J1, g ´ 1K.
Moreover, thanks to Proposition 1 applied with X “ Y “ J and α “ pi, we have
Fppi˚N ipwqq “ Rppiq˚FpN ipwqq “ p´1qg`iRppiq˚Cpi´1q.
Thus FpSGq is generated as Q-vector space by products of the form
pRppi1q˚Cpi1´1qq ˚ pRppi2q˚Cpi2´1qq ˚ . . . ˚ pRppirq˚Cpir´1qq.
By Lemma 3, we get that each Rppiq P ZrGs. Precisely, if pi is a finite sum pi “ řgPG ag ˝ g with
coefficients ag P Z, then Rppiq “ řgPG ag ˝ g´1. In other words, the Rosati involution induces an
involution of ZrGs. Consequently, FpSGq is generated as Q-vector space by products
ppi1˚Cpi1´1qq ˚ ppi2˚Cpi2´1qq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚Cpir´1qq
for pij P ZrGs and integers ij P J1, g´1K. We now obtain a more convenient set of generators for FpSGq
thanks to the following lemma which is inspired by [5, Lemma 4.2] and is proven in the same way.
Lemma 4. FpSGq is generated as Q-vector space by the classes of the form pk1˚pi1˚Cq ˚ . . .˚ pkr˚pir˚Cq
for all sequences pk1, . . . , krq P pN˚qr and all pij P ZrGs. Therefore it is generated as Q-vector space by
classes of the form ppi1˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚Cq for pij P ZrGs.
Step 2. According to Proposition 3 (that we can apply since θ “ N1pwq P SG), it remains essentially to
prove that θ ¨ FpSGq Ă FpSGq. Actually we will show that for all nonzero pi1, . . . , pir P ZrGs the class
θ ¨ rppi1˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚Cqs belongs to FpSGq.
If r “ 0, we have θ “ N1pwq P RpC; Jq “ FpRpC; Jqq Ă FpSGq. Also note that if r “ 1,
θ ¨ pi1˚C P AgpJq is a multiple of the class of a point. Therefore it is a multiple of FprJsq P FpSGq.
Thus we suppose from now on that r ě 2 in which case we consider the following map:
u : Cr
ΦÝÑ Jr KÝÑ Jr mÝÑ J
with Φ :“ fP ˆ . . . ˆ fP (r times), K :“ pi1 ˆ . . . ˆ pir and where m : Jr Ñ J is induced by the
multiplication on J . Then the cycle θ ¨ rppi1˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚Cqs is a multiple of u˚u˚θ (by the projection
formula). We now introduce projections pi : Jr Ñ J and pij : Jr Ñ J2. In the same way we consider
projections qi : Cr Ñ C and qij : Cr Ñ C2. A calculation similar to that in [5, Section 4.3] yields that
u˚u˚θ is a linear combination of classes of the form
u˚qi˚ fP˚pii˚ θ and u˚qi˚jpfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lJˆJ .
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Step 3. The class fP˚pii˚ θ is a divisor class (modulo algebraic equivalence) on the curve C. Thus it is a
multiple of the class of a point. Therefore, qi˚ f
P˚pii˚ θ is a multiple of the class Cˆ. . .ˆCˆPˆCˆ. . .ˆC
(where the factor P is in ith place). So we obtain that u˚qi˚ fP˚pii˚ θ is proportional to
ppi1˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ­ppii˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚Cq P FpSGq
where the qmeans that we omit the emphasized factor.
Step 4. The main part of this proof rests in the study of classes pfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lJˆJ . Put
M :“ pfP ˆ fP q˚ppiiˆ pijq˚PJˆJ P PicpC ˆCq. In order to study this invertible sheaf, we are going to
study its fibres and then glue them.
Let M be a point on C. Define jM : N P C ÞÑ pN,Mq P C2 and similarly rjV : U P J ÞÑ pU, V q P J2
where V is a given point on J . Then we easily check that
M|CˆM » jM˚ pfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚PJˆJ
» fP˚pii˚ rj˚pijfP pMq pm˚LJpΘq b p˚LJpΘq_ b q˚LJpΘq_q
» fP˚pii˚
´
t˚pijfP pMqLJpΘq b LJpΘq_
¯
.
Therefore the isomorphism class of M|CˆM corresponds to the point
fP˚pii˚ ϕΘppijfP pMqq P Pic0pCq.
Then note that we have by definition of the Rosati involution R the equality ppii ˝ ϕΘ “ ϕΘ ˝ Rppiiq.
Thus we get by Remark 7, property 5
fP˚ϕΘpRppiiqpijfP pMqq “ fP˚ϕΘppifP pMqq “ ´pifP pMq
where pi :“ Rppiiq˝pij P ZrGs. Since pi has integer coefficients and ϕΘ is a morphism of abelian varieties,
it suffices essentially to study the case where pi is a monomial, that is pi “ g P G.
Moreover, we know from relations of Remark 7 that
pfP ˆ fP q˚PJˆJ » pLP q_ :“ LC2pP ˆ C ` C ˆ P ´∆Cq,
and therefore we have by Albanese property
´gfP pMq “ ´fgpP qpgpMqq “ LgpP q_|CˆgpMq.
It follows that for all points M in C
M|CˆM » LgpP q_|CˆgpMq »
´
p1ˆ gq˚LgpP q_
¯
|CˆM
because jgpMq “ p1 ˆ gq ˝ jM . According to the Seesaw principle [11, Corollary 6 p54], we deduce the
existence of a line bundle N on C such that
M »
´
p1ˆ gq˚LgpP q_
¯
b q˚N »
´
p1ˆ gq˚LC2
`
gpP q ˆ C ` C ˆ gpP q ´∆C
˘¯b q˚N
where q : C ˆ C Ñ C denotes the second projection. Therefore, passing to algebraic cycle classes, we
get that pfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lJˆJ is a linear combination of classes of the form
(1) p1ˆ gq˚pgpP qˆCq “ P ˆC (because all points on the curve C are algebraically equivalent and
each g P G is still an automorphism),
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(2) p1ˆ gq˚pC ˆ gpP qq “ C ˆ P ,
(3) p1ˆ gq˚∆C ,
(4) q˚pdegpN q ¨ P q “ degpN qpC ˆ P q
for some automorphisms g P G.
Remark 8. Note that there appear naturally cycle classes of the form p1 ˆ gq˚∆C , that is essentially
graphs of automorphisms.
Finally, qi˚jpfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lJˆJ is a linear combination of
(1) qi˚jpP ˆ Cq “ qi˚ P ,
(2) qi˚jpC ˆ P q “ qj˚ P ,
(3) qi˚jp1ˆ gq˚∆C
and so u˚qi˚jpfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lJˆJ is a linear combination of the following classes
(1) ppi1˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ­ppii˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚Cq P FpSGq,
(2) ppi1˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ­ppij˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚Cq P FpSGq,
(3) ppi1˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ­ppii˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ­ppij˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚Cq ˚ ppii ` pijg´1looooomooooon
“: pir`1
q˚C P FpSGq.
Conclusion. So we proved that each cycle class θ ¨ rppi1˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚Cqs P FpSGq defines an element
in FpSGq as (rational) linear combination of classes all belonging to the Q-vector space FpSGq. Thus
FpSGq is stable under intersection with the (principal) polarization θ, so stable under F . Therefore this
fact also holds for SG, which we know now that is stable under Pontryagin product. This completes
the proof of this key-theorem. 
4.2. Interpretation in terms of tautological rings. Theorem 5 yields all we need to prove Theorem
1. The hard part has already been done. It is now easy to conclude.
Proof of Theorem 1. By definition, tautological ring RGpC; Jq is the smallest Q-vector subspace of ApJq
containing every pi˚C where pi P ZrGs and stable under intersection product, Pontryagin product and
operators k˚, k˚. Therefore it contains the Q-algebra (for the Pontryagin product) generated by thes
classes pi˚C. According to Theorem 5 and Lemma 4 this Q-algebra is none other than FpSGpC; Jqq,
which equals SGpC; Jq thanks to Proposition 3. So we have
RGpC; Jq Ą SGpC; Jq.
Also since SGpC; Jq “ FpSGpC; Jqq contains each pi˚C and is closed under intersection product, Pon-
tryagin product and also under the operators k˚ and k˚ (because SGpC; Jq is generated by homogeneous
classes pi˚N ipwq in AipJqpi´1q), one has
RGpC; Jq Ă SGpC; Jq.
So we get the equality RGpC; Jq “ SGpC; Jq. 
We now have a tautological ring on J associated to the group of automorphisms G Ă AutpCq. This
ring is all the more natural if one considers Corollary 1. Let us prove it now.
Proof of Corollary 1. Here again we decompose the proof in several steps.
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Step 1. The algebra RpC; Jq introduced by Beauville is generated (for the intersection product) by
N1pwq “ θ, . . . , Ngpwq according to [5] (and even by N1pwq, . . . , Ng´1pwq). So if S is an arbitrary
algebra extension of RpC; Jq stable under all pull-backs by polynomials in ZrGs, then necessarily
ZrGs˚RpC; Jq Ă S and in particular, S contains each pi˚N ipwq for all pi P ZrGs and i P J1, gK. Thus,
RGpC; Jq Ă S.
Step 2. Since RGpC; Jq contains each pi˚N ipwq, it follows that RGpC; Jq contains each generator N ipwq
of the algebra RpC; Jq. That is why we trivially have the inclusion RpC; Jq Ă RGpC; Jq.
Step 3. Now RGpC; Jq is generated as Q-vector space by classes of the form pi1˚N i1pwq ¨ . . . ¨ pik˚N ikpwq.
Moreover, if we pull-back each one of these cycles by elements in ZrGs, we still have a cycle in RGpC; Jq
of the same form. Indeed, for all pi P ZrGs and all x, y P ApJq, we have pi˚px ¨yq “ pi˚x ¨pi˚y. Therefore,
RGpC; Jq is stable under all pull-backs by elements in ZrGs.
Conclusion. In other words RGpC; Jq is an algebra extension of RpC; Jq (for the intersection product)
stable under all pull-backs by polynomials in ZrGs Ă EndpJq and contained in every extension S of
RpC; Jq with this property. Thus RGpC; Jq is the smallest Q-algebra extension of RpC; Jq (for the
intersection product) which is stable under pull-backs by polynomials in ZrGs.
Similarly we prove that the tautological ring RGpC; Jq is the smallest Q-algebra extension of RpC; Jq
(for the Pontryagin product) which is stable under push-forwards by polynomials in ZrGs. 
This proves the following interpretation of the tautological ring RGpC; Jq. It is the smallest Q-
vector subspace of ApJq containing the cycle class C and closed under intersection product, Pontryagin
product, pull-backs and push-forwards by polynomials in ZrGs. Actually, since the generators pi˚N ipwq
and pi˚Cpi´1q are homogeneous with respect to Beauville’s decomposition, the tautological ring RGpC; Jq
is even closed under pull-backs and push-forwards by polynomials in QrGs Ă End0pJq.
4.3. Tautological divisors, Néron-Severi group and symmetric endomorphisms. Let σ P
AutpCq and G “ xσy Ă AutpCq. It is well-known that the Theta polarization induces an isomor-
phism between the rational Néron-Severi group of J and the set of symmetric endomorphisms of J (see
[11, p190]):
NSQpJq »ÝÑ EndpsqpJq “ tf P End0pJq | Rpfq “ fu
D ÞÑ ϕ´1Θ ˝ ϕD.
Under this bijection, for any pi P ZrGs the divisor class pi˚N1pwq “ pi˚θ P RσpC; Jq corresponds to
the symmetric endomorphism Rppiq ˝ pi. Indeed, we easily check on points that ϕpi˚Θ “ ppi ˝ ϕΘ ˝ pi. In
particular, if pi is symmetric, then pi˚θ corresponds to pi2 P EndpsqpJq.
For example, for any integer i the divisor class γi :“ pσi`σ´iq˚θ is associated to the endomorphism
pσi ` σ´iq2 “ σ2i ` σ´2i ` 2. Also, let Γi P A1pJq be the divisor class corresponding to σi ` σ´i P
EndpsqpJq. We then have the relation
γi “ Γ2i ` 2θ P A1pJq XRσpC; Jq.
We leave it to the reader to verify that these cycle classes γi and Γi are both related to the graphs Γσi
and Γσ´i in A1pC2q of σi and σ´i. For example, we can obtain some relations of the form
f2˚Γi “ kpC ˆ P q ` kpP ˆ Cq ´ Γσi ´ Γσi P A1pC2q
for some integer k where f2 :“ m ˝ pfP ˆ fP q : C ˆ C Ñ J . This can be seen by using the proof
of Theorem 5, Step 4. More generally, any divisor class of the form pi˚θ can be related to graphs of
elements in G. Here again, we see how natural this tautological ring RσpC; Jq is.
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5. The tautological ring RGpψY ˚C;Y q
From now on and until the end of this paper we consider a n-cyclic Galois covering f : C Ñ C 1 »
C{xσy associated to an automorphism σ P AutpCq of finite order n P N˚. Moreover, we fix a finite
automorphism group G Ă AutpCq and we suppose that each g P G commutes with σ. Therefore, each
g P G determines an automorphism rg P AutpC 1q fitting into the following commutative diagram
C
f //
g

C 1
rg

C
f
// C 1.
Also, let us denote by rG the subgroup of AutpC 1q formed by all these automorphisms rg with g P G.
The covering f : C Ñ C 1 determines two complementary abelian subvarieties Y and Z of J “ JpCq as
in §3. We recall that we denote by η the polarization on Y induced by Θ and
ψY :“ ψη ˝xιY ˝ ϕΘ P HompJ, Y q
which is polynomial in σ (according to Lemma 2 (2)). In this section we study the tautological ring
induced on Y by RGpC; Jq. This is the aim of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. In order to ease notations, put J 1 “ JpC 1q. Since j : J 1 Ñ Y is an isogeny, it
induces an isomorphism (of Q-vector spaces) between R rGpC 1; J 1q Ă ApJ 1q and its image j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q
in ApY q. Also, there exists an isogeny u : Y Ñ J 1 such that u ˝ j “ kJ 1 and j ˝u “ kY for some integer
k P N˚. According to Corollary 3, we get
R rGpC 1; J 1q » j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q “ u˚R rGpC 1; J 1q.
It follows that j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q “ u˚R rGpC 1; J 1q is stable under intersection product, Pontryagin product
but also under operators k˚ and k˚ (because R rGpC 1; J 1q has these properties, j is a morphism of
abelian varieties, pull-backs commute with the intersection product and push-forwards commute with
the Pontryagin product). This proves that
R rGpC 1; J 1q » j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q “ TautY
´
j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q
¯
.
According to Proposition 5, we have pNf q˚C “ nC 1. Thus, we get for all rpi P Zr rGs
rpi˚pNf q˚C “ nrpi˚C 1.
But we have for all g P G, f ˝ g “ rg ˝ f so that more generally when considering Albanese morphisms,
we have for all pi P ZrGs, Nf ˝ pi “ rpi ˝Nf where if pi “ řgPG ag ˝ g, then rpi “ řgPG ag ˝ rg P Zr rGs withrg the automorphism induced on C{xσy (or its Jacobian). Consequently, we obtain
pNf q˚pi˚C “ nrpi˚C 1.
From this equality we deduce as in Corollary 4 that for each i, pNf q˚pi˚Cpiq “ nrpi˚C 1piq. Then as in
Corollary 5, we get a surjection
pNf q˚ : RGpC; Jq Ý R rGpC 1; J 1q.
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Similarly, we obtain by Fourier transform a surjective morphism (see Corollary 6)
f
˚
: RGpC; Jq Ý R rGpC 1; J 1q.
We now repeat the argument used in Proposition 6:
j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q “ j˚f˚RGpC; Jq “ j˚pιY ˝ jq˚RGpC; Jq “ j˚j˚ιY˚RGpC; Jq “ ιY˚RGpC; Jq
because j˚j˚ “ degpjq ¨ IdApY q. Accordingly,
R rGpC 1; J 1q » j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q “ ιY˚RGpC; Jq “ TautY
´
j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q
¯
.
It remains to show the following equalities:
TautY
´
j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q
¯
“ ψY ˚RGpC; Jq “ RGpψY ˚C;Y q.
As the bigraded Q-algebra ιY˚RGpC; Jq “ j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q contains the induced polarization η “ ιY˚ θ and
is stable under both products, the assertions (2) and (3) of Proposition 4 prove that
ιY˚RGpC; Jq “ ψη˚FY ψη˚FY
´
ιY˚RGpC; Jq
¯
“
Prop.4
ψη˚FY
´
ιY˚RGpC; Jq
¯
.
Let us get a more explicit description of the generators ψη˚FY
´
ιY˚RGpC; Jq
¯
. Using Proposition 1,
Lemma 3 and the fact that ψY commute with any pi P ZrGs, the following equalities are satisfied:
ψη˚FY pιY˚ pi˚N ipwqq “ p´1qg´g1ψη˚xιY ˚ppi˚FJpN ipwqq “ p´1qg`i`pg´g1qψη˚xιY ˚ppi˚ϕΘ˚Cpi´1q
“ p´1qi´g1ψη˚xιY ˚ϕΘ˚ϕ´1Θ˚ppi˚ϕΘ˚Cpi´1q “ p´1qi´g1ψη˚xιY ˚ϕΘ˚Rppiq˚Cpi´1q
“ p´1qi´g1pψηxιY ϕΘq˚Rppiq˚Cpi´1q “ p´1qi´g1ψY ˚Rppiq˚Cpi´1q
“ p´1qi´g1Rppiq˚ψY ˚Cpi´1q
where we recall that the Rosati involution R induces a surjection R : ZrGs Ñ ZrGs (see the proof
of Theorem 5, Step 1). It follows that ψη˚FY
´
ιY˚RGpC; Jq
¯
is generated as Q-vector space by the
products of the form
ppi1˚ψY ˚Cpi1´1qq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚ψY ˚Cpir´1qq.
Actually, using the argument of the proof of Lemma 4, we get that ψη˚FY
´
ιY˚RGpC; Jq
¯
is the algebra
(for the Pontryagin product) generated by all pi˚ψY ˚C for polynomials pi P ZrGs. Since the Pontryagin
product commutes with push-forwards and as we already noted that ψY ˚ (which is a polynomial in σ)
commutes with each pi P ZrGs, we immediately get the equalities
TautY
´
j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q
¯
“ ιY˚RGpC; Jq “ ψη˚FY
´
ιY˚RGpC; Jq
¯
“ ψY ˚RGpC; Jq.
Moreover this shows not only that
TautY
´
j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q
¯
Ą TautY
´
tpi˚ψY ˚C P ApY q | pi P ZrGsu
¯
“: RGpψY ˚C;Y q
but also the reverse inclusion. Indeed,
RGpψY ˚C;Y q :“ TautY
´
tpi˚ψY ˚C P ApY q | pi P ZrGsu
¯
contains (by definition) the algebra for the Pontryagin product generated by all pi˚ψY ˚C, which equals
TautY
´
j˚R rGpC 1; J 1q
¯
. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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In fact, it is quite reasonable that we were able to deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1 since Y
is closely related to the Jacobian JpC 1q » JpC{xσyq on which all technical issues have been solved
previously. Also note that if we denote by H Ă AutpCq the group generated by σ and G (in such a
way that σ is central in H), then we have
ιY˚RHpC; Jq “ ιY˚RGpC; Jq.
Indeed, we have ZrHs “ ZrGs as subrings of EndpY q since Y “ Kerpσ ´ 1q0 (according to Lemma 2).
This remark is not true in general in the next section in which we will work with cycles supported on
Z “ KerpNY q0. Thus we will need to consider (in general) elements in ZrHs and not only in ZrGs.
6. The tautological ring RσHpψZ˚C;Zq
We want to obtain a tautological ring in ApZq as we just did in ApY q. The basic strategy remains
identical to Theorem 5 except that we have to manage the fact that Z has no reason to be (isogenous to)
a Jacobian. Nevertheless, considering the induced polarization on Z, also denoted by η :“ ιZ˚θ P A1pZq,
and noting that this polarization is closely related to canonical principal polarizations of J “ JpCq and
J 1 “ JpC 1q » JpC{xσyq (associated to θ P A1pJq and θ1 P A1pJ 1q), we can solve this problem. As in the
previous section, put ψZ :“ ψη ˝ pιZ ˝ϕΘ. We have NZ “ ιZ ˝ψZ and these morphisms are polynomials
in σ. Also consider a finite automorphism group H Ă AutpCq such that σ P H is central.
6.1. Key-theorem.
Theorem 6. Let SσH “ SσHpψZ˚C;Zq be the Q-subalgebra of ApZq (for the intersection product) gen-
erated by the pi˚ιZ˚N ipwq for pi P ZrHs and i P J1, dimZ ´ 1K. Then SσH is stable under the Pontryagin
product.
Remark 9. Note here the particular role played by σ because Z depends on σ and, in general, σ is
non-trivial in AutpZq.
Proof. As for Theorem 5, we decompose the proof in several steps.
Step 1. According to Theorem 1, the algebra SσH is none other than the restriction ιZ˚RHpC; Jq of the
corresponding tautological ring on J . The strategy of the proof is again to use implication p4q ñ p1q
of Proposition 4 (note that Proposition 4 applies because η :“ ιZ˚θ “ ιZ˚N1pwq P SσH). Thus we have to
show that
η ¨ ψη˚FZpSσHq Ă ψη˚FZpSσHq.
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2, we get
ψη˚FZpιZ˚pi˚N ipwqq “ p´1qi´dimZRppiq˚ψZ˚Cpi´1q.
It follows that ψη˚FZpSσHq is generated as Q-vector space by products of the form
ppi1˚ψZ˚Cpi1´1qq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚ψZ˚Cpir´1qq
hence by products of the form ppi1˚ψZ˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚ψZ˚Cq with nonzero pij P ZrHs.
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Step 2. For any nonzero element pij P ZrHs we study the class of the cycle
η ¨ rppi1˚ψZ˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚ψZ˚Cqs .
The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5 shows that this cycle is a linear combination of
elements of the form
u˚qi˚ fP˚ψZ˚pii˚ η and u˚qi˚jpfP ˆ fP q˚pψZ ˆ ψZq˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lZˆZ
where
(1) lZˆZ :“ p1ˆ ϕηq˚lZˆ pZ “ m˚η ´ p˚η ´ q˚η P A1pZ ˆ Zq
(2) the map u : Cr Ñ Z is defined by the composition
u : Cr
ΦÝÑ Jr ΨÝÑ Zr KÝÑ Zr mÝÑ Z
with Φ :“ fP ˆ . . .ˆfP (r times), Ψ :“ ψZˆ . . .ˆψZ , K :“ pi1ˆ . . .ˆpir and where m : Zr Ñ Z
is induced by the multiplication on Z.
Step 3. Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5, Step 3, we immediately conclude that
u˚qi˚ fP˚ψZ˚pii˚ η P ψη˚FZpSσHq.
Step 4. We now have to study the class pfP ˆ fP q˚pψZ ˆψZq˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lZˆZ . Since σ is central in H,
we have
ppii ˆ pijq ˝ pψZ ˆ ψZq “ pψZ ˆ ψZq ˝ ppii ˆ pijq.
Thus we obtain
pfP ˆ fP q˚pψZ ˆ ψZq˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lZˆZ “ pfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚pψZ ˆ ψZq˚lZˆZ .
The key-argument is the following (see [6, Proposition 12.3.4]):
epY q2θ “ epY q˚θ “ NY˚ θ `NZ˚θ “
ˆ
epY q
n
fNf
˙˚
θ ` pιZψZq˚θ
“ epY q
2
n2
Nf˚ f
˚
θ ` ψZ˚η “ epY q
2
n
Nf˚ θ
1 ` ψZ˚η.
These different equalities are justified by facts recalled in Section 3.1; namely:
NY `NZ “ epY q ¨ IdJ , fNf “ n
epY qNY and f
˚
θ “ nθ1 P A1pJ 1q.
In other words, we have
ψZ˚η “ epY q2θ ´ epY q
2
n
Nf˚ θ
1.
Thus,
pfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚pψZ ˆ ψZq˚lZˆZ
“ epY q2pfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lJˆJ ´ epY q
2
n
pfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚pNf ˆNf q˚lJ 1ˆJ 1 .
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Step 5. The cycle class pfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lJˆJ has already been studied in the proof of Theorem
5. It is a linear combination of P ˆ C, C ˆ P and p1 ˆ hq˚∆C for h P H. Using similar arguments
as in the last part of the proof of Theorem 5, we show that u˚qi˚jpfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚lJˆJ is a linear
combination of cycles in ψη˚FZpSσHq.
Step 6. It remains to study the class pfPˆfP q˚ppiiˆpijq˚pNfˆNf q˚lJ 1ˆJ 1 . As in [1], we use the equality
Nf ˝ fP “ ffpP q ˝ f . Nevertheless, we first have to commute the map Nf with polynomials in ZrHs.
To be more precise, since by hypothesis σ is central in H, there exist for all h P H an automorphismrh P AutpC 1q such that f ˝ h “ rh ˝ f . These automorphisms rh extend to automorphisms of JpC 1q which
we still denote by rh. We consider the group rH formed by these automorphisms.
Remark 10. Note that we have rσ “ 1JpC1q.
As in Section 5, each pi P ZrHs induces an element rpi P Zr rHs and for all k, we have the relation
Nf ˝ pik “Ăpik ˝Nf . Thus we have
pfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚pNf ˆNf q˚lJ 1ˆJ 1 “ pfP ˆ fP q˚pNf ˆNf q˚prpii ˆ rpijq˚lJ 1ˆJ 1
“ pf ˆ fq˚pffpP q ˆ ffpP qq˚prpii ˆ rpijq˚lJ 1ˆJ 1 .
Now the same argument as in Step 5 shows that this cycle class is a linear combination of
(1) pf ˆ fq˚pfpP q ˆ C 1q “ npP ˆ Cq (because all points on C are algebraically equivalent and
because f : C Ñ C 1 is of degree n),
(2) pf ˆ fq˚pC 1 ˆ fpP qq “ npC ˆ P q for the same reason,
(3) and finally, since each rh P rH Ă AutpC 1q is induced by some h P H Ă AutpCq, we also have
cycles of the form
pf ˆ fq˚p1ˆ rhq˚∆C1 “ p1ˆ hq˚pf ˆ fq˚∆C1
“ p1ˆ hq˚p∆C ` p1ˆ σq˚∆C ` . . .` p1ˆ σn´1q˚∆Cq
for some elements h P H.
So far, we proved that u˚qi˚jpfP ˆ fP q˚ppii ˆ pijq˚pNf ˆNf q˚lJ 1ˆJ 1 is a linear combination of cycles all
in ψη˚FZpSσHq. To be precise, the classes we obtain are on the one hand of the form
ppi1˚ψZ˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ­ppii˚ψZ˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚ψZ˚Cq
and on the other, we get for k P J0, n´ 1K classes of the form:
ppi1˚ψZ˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ­ppii˚ψZ˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ­ppij˚ψZ˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚ψZ˚Cq ˚ ppii ` pijh´1σ´kq˚ψZ˚C.
Conclusion. All this implies that η ¨ rppi1˚ψZ˚Cq ˚ . . . ˚ ppir˚ψZ˚Cqs P ψη˚FZpSσHq as (rational) linear
combination of cycles which all belong to ψη˚FZpSσHq. In other words, ψη˚FZpSσHq is stable by inter-
section with η so that Proposition 4 shows that SσH is stable under Pontryagin product. This completes
the proof. 
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6.2. Interpretation in terms of tautological rings. Theorem 6 immediately implies Theorem 3,
just as we deduced Theorem 1 from Theorem 5. At the same time, we obtain Theorem 4. 
We now consider some special cases of Theorem 3. We first consider the case where σ is of order 2.
In that case
Z “ KerpNY q0 “ KerpΦ2pσqq0 “ Kerp1` σq0
and thus σ|Z “ ´1Z . This implies that the image of ZrHs in EndpZq does not depend on σ. Therefore,
as in Section 5, σ does not need to belong to H : we just have to assume that each automorphism of
H commutes with σ. That being said, Theorem 3 leads to
Theorem 7. Let f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy be a double covering. In particular, this implies that Z “
Kerp1`σq0 and σ|Z “ ´1Z . We consider a finite group of automorphisms G Ă AutpCq and we suppose
that each g P G commutes with σ. Then the tautological ring RσGpψZ˚C;Zq is generated as Q-subalgebra
of ApZq
(1) for the intersection product by all pi˚ιZ˚N ipwq “ ιZ˚pi˚N ipwq,
(2) for the Pontryagin product by all pi˚ψZ˚Cpi´1q “ ψZ˚pi˚Cpi´1q
with pi P ZrGs and i P J1,dimZ ´ 1K odd. As a result, we get the tautological ring:
RσGpψZ˚C;Zq “ ιZ˚RGpC; Jq “ ψZ˚RGpC; Jq.
Note that in this theorem we can restrict to consider odd indices i because of
Lemma 5. With the above notations and assumptions of Theorem 7, the cycle class of ψZ˚C P ApZq
is symmetric. Therefore, each ψZ˚Cp2i`1q “ 0 in AdimZ´1pZqp2i`1q.
Proof. The following diagram is commutative
C
fP //
σ

J
ψZ //
σ

Z
´1

C
fσpP q
// J
ψZ
// Z.
Indeed commutativity of the left square follows from the definition of Albanese morphism. Whereas
commutativity of the right hand square is justified by σ|Z “ ´1Z (because Z “ Kerp1 ` σq0). A
diagram chase gives p´1q˚ψZ˚fP˚ C “ ψZ˚fσpP q˚ σ˚C. Since p´1q˚ “ p´1q˚ : ApZq Ñ ApZq and
σ˚C “ C (because σ P AutpCq), we have p´1q˚ψZ˚fP˚ C “ ψZ˚fσpP q˚ C. But we are working modulo
algebraic equivalence so that we can translate cycles without changing the cycle class fσpP q˚ C “ fP˚ C in
Ag´1pJpCqq. Thus we have p´1q˚ψZ˚fP˚ C “ ψZ˚fP˚ C, which means that ψZ˚fP˚ C (which we denoted
by ψZ˚C) is symmetric. Therefore (see [3, Corollary 1])
ψZ˚fP˚ C P
à
i
AdimZ´1pZqp2iq
and we have proven our lemma. 
Also, if one only considers the automorphism σ of order 2 (that is if we are interested in the
restriction of Beauville’s tautological ring RpC; Jq to the subvariety Z “ Kerp1`σq0), we immediately
deduce:
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Corollary 9. Let f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy be a double covering. Then the tautological ring
RσpψZ˚C;Zq :“ TautZ
´
tP pσq˚ψZ˚C P ApZq | P P ZrXsu
¯
is generated as Q-subalgebra of ApZq
(1) for the intersection product by all ιZ˚N
ipwq,
(2) for the Pontryagin product by all ψZ˚Cpi´1q
for all odd indices i P J1,dimZ ´ 1K. Consequently, we get the tautological ring
RσpψZ˚C;Zq “ ιZ˚RpC; Jq “ ψZ˚RpC; Jq.
This corollary provides a generalization of Arap’s theorem [1, Theorem 4]. His result deals with
double coverings which are étale or ramified in exactly two points so that Z is in fact a Prym variety
(and in particular principally polarized which simplifies the proofs of Propositions 3 and 4).
6.3. Some remarks about relations between generators in ApY q and ApZq. Until now we
studied tautological rings on J , Y and Z. These rings on Y and Z are obtained as restrictions of
analogous tautological rings on J . In particular, we can deduce relations between generators in ApY q
or ApZq by projecting known relations in ApJq. By projecting we essentially mean applying ιY˚ or ιZ˚
(resp. ψY ˚ or ψZ˚) if one considers relations for the intersection product (resp. Pontryagin product).
We recall a theorem of Colombo and van Geemen [7] which states that if C is a k-gonal curve, then
Cpiq “ 0 for all i ě k ´ 1. This is equivalent to N ipwq “ 0 for all i ě k. Therefore in all previous
results involving classes N ipwq we could restrict ourself to indices i P J1, gonpCq ´ 1K where gonpCq is
the smallest positive integer d such that there exists a finite morphism of degree d from C to P1.
Thus we can obtain two corollaries as in [5] for tautological ring RpC; Jq for hyperelliptic and
trigonal curves. These corollaries explain the Q-algebra structure (for the intersection product) of
tautological rings RσpψZ˚C;Zq Ă ApZq whence σ is of order 2 for k-gonal curves with k P t2, 3, 4, 5u.
Corollary 10. Let f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy be a double covering. We suppose that C is hyperelliptic or
trigonal and we denote by η :“ ιZ˚θ the induced polarization on Z. Also put d :“ dimZ. Then
RσpψZ˚C;Zq “ Qrηs{pηd`1q.
Proof. If C is hyperelliptic, then the only nonzero N ipwq is N1pwq “ θ. Thus RσpψZ˚C;Zq is generated
by ιZ˚θ “ η. If C is trigonal, the only nonzero generators are N1pwq “ θ and N2pwq. However,
projections ιZ˚N
2ipwq of N2ipwq in ApZq are 0 in ApZq (because the projection ψZ˚C “ ψZ˚Cp0q `
ψZ˚Cp1q is symmetric according to Lemma 5). 
The next corollary can be proven by closely following the strategy used by Beauville in [5, Corollary
5.3].
Corollary 11. Let f : C Ñ C 1 » C{xσy be a double covering. We suppose that C is 4-gonal or 5-gonal.
We put η :“ ιZ˚θ P A1pZqp0q and µ :“ ιZ˚N3pwq P A3pZqp2q. We continue to write d :“ dimZ. Then
RσpψZ˚C;Zq Ă ApZq is the algebra generated by η and µ (for the intersection product). Moreover,
there exists a positive integer k ď d5 such that
RσpψZ˚C;Zq “ Qrη, µs{pηd`1, ηd´4µ, . . . , ηd´5k`1µk, µk`1q.
Remark 11. Since on any curve of genus g there exists a g1d with d ď tg`32 u (see [2, Chapter 5, Theorem
1.1]), Corollary 10 applies (in particular) to curves of genus ď 4. Similarly, Corollary 11 applies to
curves of genus g ď 8.
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6.4. Outlooks. In general, finding a (complete) system of non-trivial relations between the pi˚N ipwq
is a hard task. Actually, it is already tough to study relations between the N ipwq (or the Cpiq) as shown
by papers by Polishchuk, Colombo and van Geemen, and Herbaut. Also it would be interesting to lift
these tautological rings modulo rational equivalence as it has been done for RpC; Jq by Polishchuk.
Furthermore, there is another important matter which would deserve to be studied. We know that
different automorphism groups may determine the same tautological ring (e.g. on a hyperelliptic curve
C endowed with its hyperelliptic involution ι, consider the trivial group tIdu and G “ tId, ιu). However,
we can wonder whether non-isomorphic group algebras ZrG1s and ZrG2s (seen as subrings of EndpJq)
always determine non-isomorphic tautological rings RG1pC; Jq and RG2pC; Jq.
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